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Counties in the western United States
containing protected areas (i.e., national
parks, national monuments, wildlife
refuges, and wilderness areas) are growing
more rapidly than counties without such
areas (Rasker et al. 2004). Undeveloped
private lands adjacent to these protected
areas are especially vulnerable to economic
growth, particularly rural residential devel-
opment.Between 1970 and 2000,rural res-
idential development in the Montana and
Wyoming portions of the Greater Yellow-
stone Ecosystem, which includes Yellow-
stone and Grand Teton national parks,
increased 400% (Williams 2001). This
development has degraded and fragmented
current and potential grizzly bear habitat on
private lands in the ecosystem. Continua-
tion of this trend could jeopardize grizzly
bear recovery in the region (Johnson 2001).
Double-digit growth in residential subdivi-
sions adjacent to the National Elk Refuge in
Jackson, Wyoming, has diminished winter
range for the 10,000 elk that use the refuge,
and has displaced corridors that they use to
reach summer range in Yellowstone and
Grand Teton national parks (Howe et al.
1997). Cumulative impacts of residential
development and resource extraction on
lands surrounding Glacier National Park in
western Montana threaten the park’s natu-
ral resources (Keiter 1985; National Parks
Conservation Association 2002; Prato
2003b).
A primary way land trusts can control
economic growth and protect natural
resources on private lands adjacent to pro-
tected areas is through conservation ease-
ments. A conservation easement is a legally
binding agreement between a private organ-
ization and landowner that limits certain
types of land uses or prevents development
from occurring on that property.It requires
the landowner to voluntarily donate or sell
certain property rights, such as the right to
subdivide,to a private organization,such as
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Introduction
ECONOMIC GROWTH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT THE ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITYof protected areas.
Changes in ecological processes and natural resources stemming from economic growth
include alterations in the availability of energy, water, and nutrients; lower soil and water
quality; greater incidence of exotic species; reduced biodiversity; increased exploitation of
species; and more fragmented landscapes (Adger and Brown 1994; Ojima et al. 1994;
Turner and Meyer 1994; Vitousek et al.1997; Pimm and Raven 2000; Solecki 2001; Foley
et al.2005; Ikerd 2005).
 a land trust, or a public agency. Cash com-
pensation,tax benefits,and/or the desire to
retain the open space character of a proper-
ty are primary reasons why landowners
grant conservation easements. As of 2000,
more than 1,260 land trusts protected
about 1 million ha of land in conservation
easements in the United States (The Nature
Conservancy 2003).
A combination of limited budgets and
increasing ecosystem threats from econom-
ic growth make it imperative to target the
acquisition of conservation easements to
maximize ecological values per dollar
expended on easements, or, equivalently, to
maximize the efficiency of conservation
easements.This paper discusses several tar-
geting criteria for developing efficient ease-
ment acquisition plans.
Identifying an efficient easement acqui-
sition plan does not mean a land trust will
be able to purchase all the conservation
easements called for in the plan. This can
occur due to unwillingness of some
landowners to sell conservation easements
or inability of landowners and land trusts to
reach agreement on the prices and terms of
easements. This article focuses on criteria
for developing efficient easement acquisi-
tion plans, not the barriers to achieving
those plans.
Current targeting methods
Newburn et al. (2005) developed and
compared four criteria for allocating a fixed
conservation budget to private land conser-
vation efforts. These criteria are applicable
to the selection of parcels for conservation
easements.The four criteria are: value-only
targeting, value-loss targeting, value-cost
targeting, and value-loss-cost targeting.
Newburn et al. (2005) point out that “Any
targeting approach that ignores either vul-
nerability [of parcels to development] or
costs [of the conservation program] will
result in suboptimal targeting.” The value-
only,value-loss,and value-cost targeting cri-
teria are suboptimal or inefficient in this
regard because they ignore vulnerability of
parcels to development and/or costs of
acquiring easements. In particular, value-
only targeting considers the ecological val-
ues of easements,but ignores both the costs
of acquiring easements and the vulnerabili-
ty of parcels to development.Value-loss tar-
geting considers the ecological values of
easements and the vulnerability of parcels
to development, but ignores the costs of
acquiring easements. Value-cost targeting
considers the ecological values of easements
and costs of acquiring easements, but
ignores the vulnerability of parcels to devel-
opment.
Only the value-loss-cost targeting crite-
rion considers all three elements: the eco-
logical values of easements, the vulnerabili-
ty of parcels to development, and the costs
of acquiring easements. The original value-
loss-cost targeting criteria proposed by
Newburn et al.(2005) had two deficiencies.
First,it assumed that development of a par-
cel resulted in a total loss of ecological
value. Second, it did not consider how to
make easement acquisition decisions over
multiple time periods. Both deficiencies
were alleviated by Newburn et al.(2006).
The targeting criteria discussed here
extend the work of Newburn et al. (2005,
2006) by allowing a land trust to develop an
efficient easement acquisition plan when:
(1) the ecological values of conservation
easements cannot be measured in monetary
terms; (2) ecological values of conservation
easements for different parcels are spatially
correlated; and (3) the probabilities of
parcels developing are unknown. The tar-
The George Wright Forum 14geting criteria described here rest on two
assumptions: that there are only two types
of parcels,undeveloped and developed,and
that once a parcel is developed it cannot
revert back to an undeveloped state (i.e.,
irreversibility).
Value-loss-cost criterion
Since the targeting issues and criteria
described here build on the value-loss-cost
targeting criterion developed by Newburn
et al.(2005),this section describes that cri-
terion. Applying the criterion to conserva-
tion easements implies that parcels are
selected for easements based on the ratio of
the expected loss in ecological value to ease-
ment acquisition cost. Expected loss in the
ecological value of a parcel integrates the
ecological values of easements and the vul-
nerability of parcels to development.In par-
ticular, the value-loss-cost criterion selects
parcels having the highest ratio of expected
ecological loss (SU=PVU) to easement
acquisition cost (C), where P is the proba-
bility that an undeveloped parcel is convert-
ed to its highest-valued permitted devel-
oped use, and VU is the ecological value of
the parcel in its undeveloped state.
Considering only permitted developed uses
of a parcel eliminates uses that are disal-
lowed by zoning restrictions (e.g., residen-
tial and commercial development cannot
occur on parcels located in the 100-year
floodplain). The original value-loss-cost
criterion described by Newburn et al.
(2005) assumed that development of a par-
cel results in a complete loss of ecological
value. For a conservation budget of B (i.e.,
the amount of money the land trust has to
spend on acquiring conservation ease-
ments), the original value-loss-cost target-
ing selects parcels for which SU/C > k* or
SU > k*C,where k*C is the critical line and
k* is the slope of the critical line (see Figure
1). The term k* increases (decreases) as B
decreases (increases).
If the ecological value of a developed
parcel is greater than zero, then develop-
ment of that parcel results in a partial loss in
ecological value. In this case, the expected
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Figure 1. Value-loss-cost targeting criterion, where k*C is the critical line, SU1 = P1VU1 is the expected ecological loss for parcel 1,
SU2= P2VU2is the expected ecological loss for parcel 2 when parcel conversion results in a full loss in ecological value, S'U1= P1(VU1
– VD1) is the expected ecological loss for parcel 2, and S'U2 = P2(VU2 – VD2) is the expected ecological loss for parcel 2 when parcel
conversion results in a partial loss in ecological value.ecological loss from development of a par-
cel is S'U = P(VU – VD) = P∆V, where VU is
the ecological value of the parcel if undevel-
oped and VD is the ecological value of the
parcel if converted to its highest-valued per-
mitted developed use. Since development
of a parcel is likely to reduce its ecological
value, ∆V > 0. The revised value-loss-cost
criterion evaluates parcels for acquisition
based on the ratio of P∆V to C.
Figure 1 illustrates the application of
the original and revised value-loss-cost cri-
teria to two hypothetical parcels. A dot in
front of the parcel number designates the
combination of SUand C for that parcel.For
example, parcel 1 has an expected ecologi-
cal loss of SU1 with the original value-loss-
cost criterion,an expected ecological loss of
S'U1 with the revised value-loss-cost criteri-
on, and an easement acquisition cost of C1.
Parcel 2 has an expected ecological loss of
SU2 with the original value-loss-cost criteri-
on, an expected ecological loss of S'U2 with
the revised value-loss-cost criterion,and an
easement acquisition cost of C2. The origi-
nal criterion selects parcels 1 and 2 for
acquisition because SU1 > k*C and SU2 >
k*C.
When parcel development results in
only a partial loss of ecological value (as
opposed to a full loss), it is still optimal to
acquire parcel 1 because S'U1 > k*C. How-
ever, it is not optimal to acquire parcel 2
because S'U2 < k*C. Therefore, parcel 2 is
selected for easement acquisition when
development results in a full loss in ecolog-
ical value but not when it results in a partial
loss in ecological value for the relationships
illustrated in Figure 1. In general, the
revised value-cost-loss criterion can result
in a different selection of parcels for conser-
vation easements than the original value-
loss-cost criterion.
Accommodating non-monetary ecologi-
cal values
Parcels have ecological value because
they provide ecosystem services that are
typically not valued in the market place.
Although economists have developed non-
market valuation procedures for estimating
the monetary value of ecosystem services
(Prato 1998), use of these procedures is
beyond the reach of most land trusts. Con-
sequently, land trust managers generally
cannot express the ecological value of
parcels in monetary terms.Under these cir-
cumstances, the value-loss-cost criterion
cannot be applied unless ecological values
of parcels are evaluated in non-monetary
terms. The latter can be done provided the
land trust is able to score parcels based on
the ecological value of the multiple ecosys-
tem services they provide.For example,if a
land trust is able to score ecological values
of parcels (with and without development)
between 0 and 100,where 0 implies no eco-
logical value and 100 implies maximum
ecological value, then VU and VU – VD are
between 0 and 100. Undeveloped parcels
are then selected for easements based on the
values for PVU/C or P(VU – VD)/C. When
ecological values are scored in the above
manner, these ratios are expressed in terms
of expected units of ecological loss per dol-
lar spent on easement acquisition. Other
things equal, the higher these ratios, the
more desirable are the parcels for conserva-
tion easements.
Land trusts can assign scores to VUand
VD using a multiple-attribute evaluation
(MAE) procedure in which the ecosystem
services provided by parcels are the attrib-
utes. Application of a MAE procedure
would require the land trust to: (1) enumer-
ate the multiple ecosystem services provid-
ed by parcels; (2) develop measurable indi-
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ure the indicators and determine their rela-
tive importance (or weights); and (4) use a
utility function to calculate scores for VU
and VD for all parcels. The utility function
integrates the indicators for ecosystem serv-
ices and their weights. Prato (2003a and
2004) describe MAE procedures in more
detail.
Accounting for spatial correlation in
ecological values
Ecological values of parcels are spatial-
ly correlated when the ecological value of a
conservation easement on one parcel
depends on whether or not nearby parcels
have easements. Selecting an optimal ease-
ment acquisition plan when there is spatial
correlation among ecological values neces-
sitates comparing the overall ecological
value of alternative spatial patterns of ease-
ment acquisitions. To illustrate this proce-
dure,suppose a land trust wants to select an
optimal easement acquisition plan from a
set of three mutually exclusive, financially
feasible easement acquisition plans, namely
{A1,A 2,A 3}. Each of the three plans in this
set represents a particular spatial pattern of
easement acquisitions. A plan is financially
feasible provided its present value cost is
less than or equal to the present value of the
conservation budget. Stated differently,
financial feasibility requires
for all i=1,2,3,where PV[C(Ai)] is the pres-
ent value acquisition cost of plan Ai and
is the present value of the budgets available
for acquiring easements over a planning
horizon of T time periods.
For simplicity of exposition,suppose a
land trust has identified three future spatial
patterns of parcel conversions in the
absence of new conservation easements,
namely {G1,G 2,G 3}. If the land trust can
assign probabilities to G1,G 2, and G3,s a y
PG1,P G2, and PG3, respectively, then the
expected ecological losses with the three
spatial patterns of parcel conversions are
PG1L(G1), PG2L(G2), and PG3L(G3), respec-
tively.PGiis the probability of pattern Giand
L(Gi) is the present value ecological loss
with pattern Gi. The optimal easement
acquisition plan for a planning period is the
one that minimizes the maximum expected
present value ecological loss from parcel
development subject to the conservation
budget for that period. For example, if
PG2L(G2) exceeds PG1L(G1) and PG3L(G3),
then G2 has the maximum expected present
value ecological loss. In this case, the opti-
mal acquisition plan is to acquire conserva-
tion easements in a manner that circum-
vents the pattern of parcel conversions
implied by G2. Referring to Figure 2, the
optimal easement acquisition plan is to
acquire easements on parcels 1,3,6,9,and
16.
Handling uncertainty
Uncertainty regarding future spatial
patterns of parcel conversions implies the
land trust cannot assign probabilities to G1,
G2, and G3. Although not considered here,
it is also possible to account for uncertainty
in the cost of acquiring easements.
Uncertainty about patterns of parcel con-
version necessitates using a different proce-
dure to determine the optimal parcel acqui-
sition plan than the one used in the previ-
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acquisition plan under uncertainty is
explained assuming that there is spatial cor-
relation in the ecological values of parcels
(see previous section).
Panel a of Figure 2 illustrates a hypo-
thetical, feasible spatial pattern of easement
acquisitions for an area consisting of 16
parcels, referred to as A1. The x-entries in
the grid indicate that A1 involves acquiring
easements on parcels 1, 3, 6, and 15. Panel
b in Figure 2 illustrates a particular future
parcel conversion pattern referred to as G2.
The y-entries in panel b indicate that
parcels 1, 3, 6, 9, and 16 convert to devel-
oped uses with G2 in the absence of conser-
vation easements.With three feasible acqui-
sition plans (i.e., A1,A 2 and A3) and three
future parcel conversion patterns (i.e., G1,
G2, and G3), there are nine possible combi-
nations of feasible acquisition plans and
future conversion patterns.
The expected present value ecological
loss for A1given G2occurs is determined by
summing the present value ecological losses
for all parcels with that combination. Pre-
sent value ecological losses are determined
by evaluating the matches and mismatches
between A1 and G2. In particular, there is a
match between A1 and G2 for parcels 1, 3,
and 6 because the plan acquires easements
on parcels 1, 3, and 6, and these parcels
would be developed without the easements.
There is a mismatch for parcel 15 because
A1 acquires an easement for this parcel,but
G2 indicates the parcel is not developed
even without an easement. Additionally,
there is a mismatch between A1 and G2 for
parcels 9 and 16 because the plan says not
to acquire easements on those parcels, but
those parcels would be developed without
conservation easements. Therefore, the
present value ecological loss avoided with
A1when G2occurs is the sum of the present
value ecological losses for parcels 1, 3, and
6 (i.e.,those for which there is a match) des-
ignated as ∆V12. Repeating this procedure
for all nine combinations of {A1,A 2,A 3} and
{G1,G 2,G 3} gives a 3x3 matrix of values for
∆V (see Table 1).
A common criterion for making deci-
sions under uncertainty is the minimax cri-
terion. The minimax criterion selects the
easement acquisition plan that minimizes
the maximum present value ecological loss
from future conversion of parcels from
undeveloped to developed states unless the
social cost of those conversions is unaccept-
ably high (Bishop 1978; Prato 2005). The
first step in determining an optimal ease-
ment acquisition plan based on the mini-
max principle is to identify the easement
acquisition plan that results in the maxi-
mum present value ecological loss for each
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Figure 2. Spatial pattern of easement acquisitions with plan A1 (panel a), and the spatial pattern of parcel conversions with G2
(panel b).future parcel conversion pattern. This step
shows that the maximum present value eco-
logical loss with G1 is 75 for A3, with G2 is
65 for A2, and with G3 is 85 for A1 (see the
last row of Table 1). The second step is to
select as the optimal plan the one that
results in the minimum ecological loss of
the three maximum ecological losses identi-
fied in the first step. Therefore, A2 is the
optimal easement acquisition plan for the
values of ∆V given in Table 1.
Since land values and ecosystem serv-
ices are likely to change over time, the land
trust should periodically update the opti-
mal parcel acquisition plan. To illustrate
how updating is done, suppose the land
trust has operated for five years under the
initial optimal acquisition plan (i.e.,the spa-
tial pattern of parcel acquisitions deter-
mined using the minimax principle for the
first five-year period). Updating has five
steps. First, a revised set of developable
parcels for the second five-year period is
determined by excluding parcels for which
conservation easements were purchased or
conversion to developed uses occurred dur-
ing the first five-year period.Second,the set
of possible parcel acquisition plans and set
of future spatial patterns of parcel conver-
sions are determined based on the revised
set of developable parcels. Third, the pres-
ent value cost of the easements acquired
during the first five-year period is subtract-
ed from the initial present value budget to
obtain a revised present value budget as of
the beginning of the second five-year peri-
od.Fourth,the set of spatial patterns of par-
cel acquisitions determined in the second
step is screened to eliminate parcel acquisi-
tion patterns that are not financially feasible
based on the revised present value budget.
Fifth, an optimal easement acquisition plan
is determined for the second five-year peri-
od by applying the minimax principle to the
revised set of spatial patterns of parcel
acquisitions and revised set of future spatial
patterns of parcel conversions. This adap-
tive planning procedure is repeated as often
as the land trust updates the optimal parcel
acquisition plan.
Data and information requirements
The original value-loss-cost criterion
requires a land trust to specify the probabil-
ities of parcels converting to developed
states (P),and estimate the ecological values
of parcels in their undeveloped states (VU).
Additionally,the revised value-loss-cost cri-
terion requires a land trust to estimate the
ecological values of parcels in their devel-
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Table 1. Hypothetical present value ecological losses for three easement acquisition plans and three parcel conversion patterns.
 oped states (VD).Both criteria require infor-
mation on the present value cost of acquir-
ing and maintaining easements and annual
conservation budgets over the T-period
planning horizon, as well as specify a dis-
count rate (r).
Estimating the ecological values of
parcels can be streamlined by incorporating
parcel information in a geographic informa-
tion system (GIS) and incorporating the
GIS dataset and parcel selection criterion in
a spatial decision support tool. A spatial
decision support tool is a knowledge-based
system that integrates data, information,
and evaluation methods for the purpose of
identifying and evaluating solutions to com-
plex problems involving spatially distrib-
uted information (Djokic 1993). Having
such a tool would make it easier for land
trusts to develop and update optimal ease-
ment acquisition plans based on the proce-
dures and informational requirements
described above.
The value-loss-cost and minimax-
based uncertainty criteria have different
data and informational requirements.In the
absence of spatial correlation among eco-
logical values of parcels, use of the value-
loss-cost criterion requires a land trust to
specify the probabilities of parcels convert-
ing to developed uses,or,in the presence of
spatial correlation, the probabilities of dif-
ferent future spatial patterns of parcel con-
versions. Use of the uncertainty criterion
requires a land trust to estimate the present
value ecological loss for each combination
of easement acquisition plan and future spa-
tial pattern of parcel conversions. Both cri-
teria require the land trust to estimate the
present value acquisition costs for parcels.
It may be easier for a land trust to spec-
ify alternative spatial patterns of parcel con-
versions than to estimate the probabilities of
parcel conversions,unless conversion prob-
abilities have already been estimated in
land-use change studies for the area of inter-
est. Specifying all future spatial patterns of
easement acquisition requires eliminating
from consideration: (1) parcels unsuitable
for development because of their soil type,
slope,and/or location relative to water bod-
ies, floodplains, and environmentally sensi-
tive areas; (2) parcels for which landowners
are not interested in donating or selling
conservation easements; and (3) easement
acquisition patterns that are unaffordable
due to limited conservation budgets. Limi-
ted budgets would eliminate many devel-
opable parcels from being considered for
conservation easements, especially in areas
where landowners are not willing to sell
conservation easements without cash incen-
tives from land trusts.
Summary and conclusion
This paper describes two kinds of cri-
teria a land trust can use for targeting acqui-
sition of conservation easements: a value-
loss-cost criterion and an uncertainty crite-
rion. Use of the value-loss-cost criterion
requires a land trust to specify the probabil-
ities of individual parcels converting from
undeveloped to developed states,or if there
is spatial correlation in ecological values of
parcels, the probabilities of future spatial
patterns of parcel conversions.The optimal
easement acquisition plan with the value-
loss-cost criterion is determined by mini-
mizing expected ecological loss from parcel
conversions subject to the conservation
budget. Using the uncertainty criterion
when there is spatial correlation in ecologi-
cal values of parcels requires a land trust to
specify alternative spatial patterns of parcel
acquisition and alternative future spatial
patterns of parcel conversion. Both criteria
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es from parcel conversion from undevel-
oped to developed states,and allow ecolog-
ical values of parcels to be measured in
monetary or non-monetary terms.
Although these criteria described here
are flexible enough to accommodate a wide
range of conditions, they have relatively
high informational requirements. Before
adopting these criteria, land trusts should
determine whether or not the benefit of
applying the criteria (i.e., maximizing eco-
logical value per dollar of easement acquisi-
tion cost for a given conservation budget)
exceeds the additional informational cost.If
so,then application of the criteria results in
a net gain.Otherwise,application of the cri-
teria results in a net loss.
The conservation easement targeting
criteria described here can be adapted to
protected areas. For example, preserving
biodiversity, which is a high priority for
most protected areas (see IUCN 1994 and
Davey 1998), can be given a higher weight
than other ecosystem services in determin-
ing the overall ecological value of retaining
parcels in an undeveloped state.This adap-
tation would increase the likelihood of
acquiring conservation easements on pri-
vate land parcels that are critical to preserv-
ing biodiversity. For example, much of the
growth in rural residential development in
the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem has
been concentrated in more remote rural
areas (Glick and Haggerty 2000; Hansen et
al.2002).One study showed that 320 of the
400 new homes randomly sampled in Gal-
latin County, which covers a portion of the
ecosystem, were constructed in prime
wildlife habitat (Glick and Haggerty 2000).
This ecosystem, and others experiencing
rapid loss in open spaces and private land
development, would benefit from the
design and implementation of easement
acquisition plans that target the preserva-
tion of biodiversity.
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